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PortoVista's interactive web-site - mvs ====== metachris There is some really great work being done on the web with a

combination of visuals, animation, text and interaction. Example: is a great example of this combination of visual design and
usability. ~~~ dreish It's also great work being done by people whose work is entirely independent of PortoVista. I'm looking
forward to more of that. ------ DanielStraight I actually found it amusing that it was one of the first things I clicked on when I

landed on the site. I clicked the "about" link right away, but only then discovered that clicking on the main picture brings you to
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the same page as clicking on the about link. To clarify, this site is an interactive, animated (sort of) web site that (kind of) works
and looks great. I liked it. _douggarg_ I like it. This was my first experience with user-generated content on a website. It was

fairly easy to engage with and didn't seem spammy. If they get my email address I'll keep it and try using it again. thestralwhipe
I liked this one. It reminded me of the animation that goes on during the launch of a new mobile device. I think a much longer
flashier intro is in order though. rcoder For some reason, I was reminded of this: It's really interesting to observe how many of

the original ideas here are still very much in the realm of 'interesting' or even useful web site ideas 82157476af
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